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OUR E-MOBILITY EXPERTISE

Multidisciplinary expertise
for all types of advanced
connection solutions

Thanks to its know-how in mechanical,
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OUR E-MOBILITY EXPERTISE

Resources and teams to reflect your

tion testing, specific testing, serial testing,
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needs
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OUR APPLICATIONS

Connections: a key link
in e-mobility
Battery pack
	Quick-release couplings for
battery cooling
	
Electrical connectors for the
connection and maintenance
of battery packs

Power converters
Quick-release mono- or multi-couplings
for cooling on-board electronic circuitry
Power electrical connectors for
converter inputs/outputs

Electric motor
	
Quick-release couplings
for engine cooling systems
	
Electrical connectors
for power transfer

Charger / fuel cell
(depending on configuration)

Quick-release couplings for component cooling
Electrical connections for components
	Manual or automatic quick-release couplings for low-pressure gas
circuits (line between hydrogen store and fuel cell)

Fuel
Electric
Cooling

Energy supply
	
Rackable multi-connection system for
slow charging and fast battery swapping
	
Automatic conductive system for
ultra-fast charging during a journey
(opportunity charging)
	
Manual connection for fast charging
when the vehicle is in service
	
Hydrogen filling and break-away
protection system for electric vehicles
with a fuel cell

Other applications
Fluid and electrical connections for
laboratory and production testing
Multi-connection system for electric
motor and battery test benches
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OUR TECHNICAL STRENGTHS

Unique expertise and
an end-to-end range
for the e-mobility market
The advantages of our solutions

Safe and easy to use:

Endless possibilities:

Energy-supply connections (recharging and

	
Compact connectors for a space-saving

	
Modular technology supporting a wide

refuelling at filling stations), inter-module

design, automatic coupling and easy

and varied array of connection solutions,

connections, cooling of on-board electronic

handling.

geared towards each specification.

circuitry, multiple connections for test
benches and laboratory testing to name

	
Light and ergonomic nozzles, which ensure
filling operations are carried out safely.

just a few of the fluid and electrical applications that demand a high level of reliability.
High-quality connections:

conditions:
Robust connections:

	
Whether electrical (up to several kA),

	
Robust locking.

thermal (up to 360°C) or mechanical (up

	
Longer service life, corrosion resistance.

to one million mating cycles), resistance

	
Optimum flow, no risk of connection
errors, and sealing are guaranteed for all

Reliability and safety in the most extreme

to temperature variations, vibration and
Fast maintenance:

on-board technology throughout the

	Shorter assembly times for the manufactu-

vehicle’s life cycle, thanks to flat-face

rer and easier complete system mainte-

anti-pollution solutions.

nance for the end-user.

impact.

	
MULTILAM contact band technology
guarantees permanent contact between
surfaces and, consequently, low-current
and constant contact resistance.
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Stäubli Units

Representatives / Agents

Global presence
of the Stäubli Group
www.staubli.com
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